
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and 

flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.

- Matthew Arnold, ‘Dover 
Beach’
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Questions for Current 
Scholarship

• If African war is overwhelmingly ‘civil’, then: 
– Are states pacifistic, constrained, or incapable?

– Are states in more danger from within than without?

– Does war primarily stem from ungoverned spaces?

• What is the origin (and what are the characteristics) 
of the complex state-nonstate alliances frequently 
observed in African war?



A New Dataset: 
“Multi-Actor War Event List”

• UCDP-PRIO dataset: 3+ actors, 1+ states, in Africa

•  Excluded wars not featuring an African government

• Compare to Correlates: 30% wars, 70% CDY, 100% severe

•  Included ‘crises’ (B&W) to capture potential wars

•  Final population: 27 events, 101 relationships



Rival Hypotheses

• “States form partnerships with non-states 
in order to plunder conflict minerals”

• “States form partnerships with threatened 
co-ethnics or co-religionists across 
arbitrary colonial borders”

• “States form partnerships with non-states 
to securitize the border regions of their 
weak neighbors”



• 47 African states included in my 
dataset
• 96% have used proxies at least 

once

The Sponsors



• Most frequent goal: destruction of 
rivals
• Most frequent tool: provision of 
arms

•No obvious links between:
• State strength and sponsor status
• State strength and level of sponsorship 



For 
partnerships 
involving the 
transfer of 
arms, training 
or troops, 
weak states 
are no less 
prolific 
sponsors than 
strong ones. 

Since 1950, 
strong- and 
weak-state 
sponsorship 
profiles have 
been 
converging



• 66% of African states have been targets
• 42% more than once; 20% more than 5 times
• No clear links between being targeted and:
• Presence of Minorities at Risk (MAR)

• High index for ‘Lootability’ (WDI)

• Military strength or weakness (COW)

• Territorial Contiguity with Sponsor

The Targets





Three Exemplar Wars

– Somali Vortex (1973-present)
– The Border War (1975-1994)
– Toyota Wars (1971-1994)





MAW as Proxy War: A New 
Model



Checking Findings against 
Model



Model Refinements I



Model Refinements II



Model Refinements: 
The “Sovereign Interstice”



Figure 2: Some inhabitants of the wartime Sovereign Interstice





Conclusions
• Multi-Actor Wars in Africa are proxy wars: the 

‘continuation of politics by other means’
• The origins of this form of war are the particular 

geopolitical configurations of the African state since 
independence, not ‘ungoverned spaces’

• State responses to these configurations have made 
proxy war a continent-wide system

• Policy responses to complex wars should focus on 
de-incentivizing sponsors, not securitizing targets


